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ABSTRACT  36 

 The acquisition and expression of conditioned fear depends on prefrontal-amygdala circuits.  37 
Auditory fear conditioning increases the tone responses of lateral amygdala (LA) neurons, but 38 
the increase is transient, lasting only a few hundred milliseconds after tone onset. It was 39 
recently reported that that the prelimbic (PL) prefrontal cortex transforms transient LA input into 40 
a sustained PL output, which could drive fear responses via projections to the lateral division of 41 
basal amygdala (BL). To explore the possible mechanisms involved in this transformation, we 42 
developed a large-scale biophysical model of the BL-PL network, consisting of 850 43 
conductance-based Hodgkin-Huxley type cells, calcium-based learning, and neuromodulator 44 
effects. The model predicts that sustained firing in PL can be derived from BL-induced release 45 
of dopamine and norepinephrine that is maintained by PL-BL interconnections. These 46 
predictions were confirmed with physiological recordings from PL neurons during fear 47 
conditioning with the selective β-blocker propranolol and by inactivation of BL with muscimol. 48 
Our model suggests that PL has a higher bandwidth than BL, due to PL’s decreased internal 49 
inhibition and lower spiking thresholds. It also suggests that variations in specific micro-circuits 50 
in the PL-BL interconnection can have a significant impact on the expression of fear, possibly 51 
explaining individual variability in fear responses. The human homologue of PL could thus be an 52 
effective target for anxiety disorders.   53 
 54 
 55 

56 
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INTRODUCTION 57 
  The ability to respond appropriately to threatening stimuli is important for survival. The neural 58 
circuit that learns about such threats in the environment appears to be highly conserved across 59 
species. The amygdala, which receives convergent information about conditioned stimuli (CS; 60 
e.g., a tone) and unconditioned stimuli (US; e.g., a footshock), stores CS-US associations, and 61 
is thought to be a key element of this circuit. Electrophysiological studies have shown that the 62 
magnitude of tone responses in the lateral nucleus of the amygdala (LA) correlates with the 63 
acquisition and extinction of conditioned fear (Collins and Pare 2000; Quirk et al. 1995; Repa et 64 
al. 2001), consistent with a critical role of LA in generating fear responses. 65 
 There is a mismatch, however, between the duration of conditioned responses in LA neurons 66 
and the duration of conditioned freezing. Conditioned responses in LA last only a few hundred 67 
milliseconds after tone onset, and therefore cannot be solely responsible for maintaining 68 
freezing for tens of seconds. This suggests that additional structures are involved in the 69 
expression of conditioned fear. Burgos-Robles et al. (2009) showed that unit activity in the 70 
prelimbic (PL) region of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) correlates with freezing, on a 71 
second to second basis, during a 30 second CS. Consistent with a role of PL in sustaining fear, 72 
pharmacological inactivation of PL reduces conditioned fear responses, whereas stimulation of 73 
PL enhances fear responses (Corcoran and Quirk 2007; Laurent and Westbrook 2008; Sierra-74 
Mercado et al. 2011; Vidal-Gonzalez et al. 2006). Thus, PL activity seems to be vital for fear 75 
expression, but mechanisms that sustain PL tone responses are unknown.  76 
 PL receives inputs from the amygdala, hippocampus, thalamus and other cortical structures 77 
that are involved in fear conditioning (Gabbot et al. 2006; Vertes et al. 2004), and projects to 78 
lateral division of basal amygdala (BL), a region necessary for fear expression (Amano et al. 79 
2011; Anglada-Figueroa and Quirk 2005; Herry et al. 2008; Laviolette et al. 2005). We 80 
developed a biophysical model of the BL-PL network consisting of 850 conductance-based 81 
Hodgkin-Huxley type cells, exhibiting the biophysical properties previously described for these 82 
neurons.  In the model, BL receives input from LA, and projects to the central amygdala (Ce), 83 
which functions as the output station of the network, triggering freezing and release of 84 
neuromodulators. We implemented calcium-based synaptic plasticity, and neuromodulation with 85 
dopamine and norepinipherine, based on available in vitro data. We used this model to 86 
investigate the potential roles of several factors in sustaining PL tone responses including: (i) 87 
PL-BL network structure and connectivity, (ii) neuromodulators, and (iii) specific microcircuits 88 
within the PL-BL network. We then evaluated the extent to which the model agreed with existing 89 
and newly collected recording data.  90 
 91 
METHODS 92 
Single cell models 93 
 Conductance-based biophysical models were developed for principal cells and interneurons in 94 
the PL and BL structures, and in LA (input) and Ce (output) structures. All single cell models 95 
had two compartments, a soma and a dendrite.  96 
 97 
PL cell model. Intrinsically bursting (IB) principal cells are the most common principal cell type in 98 
the deep layers of the rat mPFC (65%; Durstewitz et al. 2000; Yang et al. 1996), and they have 99 
previously been shown to participate in memory tasks (Fuster 1973). PL IB cells elicit a spike 100 
doublet followed by a train of spikes with spike frequency adaptation (Degenetais et al. 2002). 101 
PL interneurons are predominantly fast spiking inhibitory cells (Kawaguchi and Kubota, 1997). 102 
We modeled both these PL cells based on models in Durstewitz et al. (2000). The PL IB 103 
principal cell model had two compartments representing a soma (diameter of 21.8 µm; length of 104 
28.6 µm), and an apical dendrite (diameter of 6.5 µm; length of 650 µm) (Durstewitz and Gabriel 105 
2007). The specific membrane resistance, membrane capacitance and cytoplasmic (axial) 106 

resistivity were Rm=30 KΩ-cm2, Cm=1.2 µF/cm2, and Ra=150 Ω-cm, respectively (all within 107 
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ranges reported in Destexhe and Pare 1999; Spruston et al. 1994; Stuart and Spruston 1998). 108 

The leakage reversal potential (EL) was set to -70 mV. The resulting Vrest was -66 mV 109 
(Durstewitz et al. 2000), with input resistance RIN =164 MΩ (Durstewitz et al. 2000), and time 110 

constant τm=RmCm=36 ms (Spruston et al. 1994). Both soma and dendritic compartments had 111 

the following currents: leak (IL), spike-generating sodium current (INa), delayed rectifier 112 

potassium (IDR), persistent sodium current (INap), slowly inactivating potassium (ID), inward 113 

rectifying potassium (IKir), high-voltage activated Ca2+ (IHVA), and a calcium activated potassium 114 
(IKCa) (Durstewitz et al. 2000). In addition, the dendrites had a hyperpolarization-activated cyclic 115 
nucleotide-gated current (IHCN)(Wang et al. 2002).  116 
 The PL interneuron model also had two compartments, a soma (dia 15 µm; length 15 µm) and 117 

a dendrite (dia 10 µm; length 150 µm). Each compartment contained fast Na+ (INa) and delayed 118 
rectifier K+ (IDR) currents with kinetics (Durstewitz et al. 2000) that reproduced the much shorter 119 
spike duration that is characteristic of fast-spiking cells. The passive membrane properties were 120 

as follows: Rm=20 KΩ-cm2, Cm=1.0 µF/cm2, Ra=150 Ω-cm, and EL=-70 mV (see appendix for 121 
mathematical details). 122 
 123 
BL/LA cell model. Principal cells in the BLA (Basal, BA + Lateral, LA amygdala; shown to have 124 
similar properties) exhibit diverse firing properties in response to prolonged current injection, 125 
ranging from full frequency adaptation to firing repetitively (Faber et al. 2001). To represent 126 
different firing patterns, two major types of BL principal cells were modeled (Sah et al. 2003): 127 
type A with full adaptation and type B with medium adaptation. BL also contains local 128 
GABAergic interneurons (Woodruff and Sah 2007), which were modeled as fast spiking aspiny 129 
cells (Li et al. 2009). The parameter values for LA/BL cells were taken from our previous 130 
modeling study (Li et al. 2009). The BL/LA principal cell model had two compartments 131 
representing a soma (diameter 15 µm; length 15 µm) and a dominant apical dendrite (diameter 132 
5 µm; length 400 µm) (Faber et al. 2001). The values for the specific membrane resistance, 133 

membrane capacity and cytoplasmic resistivity were Rm=30 KΩ-cm2, Cm=1.0 µF/cm2, and 134 Ra=150 Ω-cm, respectively. The leakage reversal potential (EL) was -75 mV. The resulting Vrest 135 

was – 69.5 mV, RIN was ~150 MΩ, and τm= RmCm was 30 ms, all within the ranges previously 136 
reported (Faber et al. 2001; Washburn and Moises 1992). Both soma and dendritic 137 

compartments had the following currents: leak (IL), spike-generating sodium (INa), delayed 138 

rectifier potassium (IDR), persistent muscarinic (IM), and high-voltage activated Ca2+ (ICa). In 139 
addition, the dendrite had the following currents: calcium-activated potassium (IKCa), slow 140 
apamin-insensitive, voltage-independent afterhyperpolarization channel (IsAHP), slowly 141 
inactivating voltage gated K+ (ID) and a hyperpolarization-activated channel (IH) (Li et al. 2009). 142 
The interneuron model was the same as in PL. 143 
 144 
Ce cell models. In our simplified Ce model, we used a late firing principal cell model for CeM 145 
cells (De Armentia and Sah, 2004; Dumont et al. 2002), with each having two compartments 146 
representing a soma (diameter of 15 µm; length of 15 µm) and a dominant apical dendrite 147 
(diameter of 5 µm; length of 300 µm) (details as in Li et al. 2011), with the following passive 148 

properties: Rm=30 KΩ-cm2, Cm=1.0 µF/cm2, Ra=150 Ω-cm, EL=-60 mV for LF cell. Both soma 149 

and dendritic compartments had the following currents: leak (IL), spike-generating sodium (INa), 150 

delayed rectifier potassium (IDR), persistent muscarinic (IM) and high-voltage activated Ca2+ (ICa). 151 
In addition to these, the dendrite had the following currents: calcium-activated potassium (IKCa), 152 
slow apamin-insensitive voltage-independent after-hyperpolarization channel (IsAHP), slowly 153 
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inactivating voltage-gated K+ current (ID) and hyperpolarization-activated channel (IH) (same as 154 
in Li et al. 2011). For the CeL neurons, we used a modified version of the regular spiking CeM 155 
cell, with the same passive properties above, except for EL which was -70 mV. 156 
 157 
Neuromodulator effects  158 
 Neuromodulators are known to alter excitability of PL and BL cells during fear conditioning 159 
and extinction (Feenstra et al. 2001; Hugues et al. 2007; Myers and Davis 2007; Mueller et al. 160 
2008). Although there are experimental reports related to effects of neuromodulation on cellular 161 
excitability for these regions (see below), and some evidence of co-activation and interaction 162 
between multiple neuromodulatory systems in general (Briand et al. 2007), the picture is not 163 
complete. The present model incorporated the effects of both dopamine (DA) and 164 
norepinephrine (NE) only. Conditioned fear stimuli modulate the activity of ventral tegmental 165 
area (VTA) DA neurons (Guarraci and Kapp, 1999), which in turn modulate fear and anxiety 166 
through ascending projections to PL, Ce, and the periaqueductal gray (Geisler et al. 2007). DA 167 

concentration is a critical determinant of D1 versus D2 signaling in mPFC (Trantham-Davidson 168 
et al. 2004), and in the amygdala in fear (Takahashi et al. 2010). Fear conditioned stimuli also 169 
evoke release of NE from locus coeruleus (LC) terminals into both mPFC (Hugues et al. 2007) 170 
and BLA (Galvez et al. 1996). Accordingly, we modeled NE effects via α- and β- type 171 
norepinephrine receptors. The neuromodulator receptors are activated differentially depending 172 
on NM levels (normalized concentration of neuromodulators, ranging from 0 to 1, determined by 173 
activity of Ce cells; see appendix). DA-D1Rs, NE-βRs are activated at high concentrations (NMH) 174 
while D2Rs and NE- βRs are activated at all concentrations levels (NML, see appendix).  175 
 176 
Dopaminergic modulation in PL. D1 receptors in mPFC have been shown to affect cellular 177 
excitability in a number of ways. They shift the activation threshold of the persistent Na+ current 178 
toward a more hyperpolarized potential, and slow inactivation (Durstewitz et al. 2000). We 179 
modeled this effect by shifting the activation threshold of the persistent Na+ channel by (NMH * -180 
5 mV). D1R activation has been shown to decrease persistent Na+ currents, affecting sEPSP 181 
amplitudes (Rotaru et al. 2007). The protein kinase A (PKA) pathway has been cited as a 182 
possible mechanism for action of D1Rs on the persistent Na+ current (Sidiropolou et al. 2009). 183 

This was modeled by decreasing gNap,max  by 10*NMH%.  D1R activation also reduces a slowly 184 
inactivating K+ current in PFC principal cells (Durstewitz et al. 2000). This was modeled as a 185 

reduction in gD,max by 15*NMH%. D1 receptor activation reduces the half-width and amplitude of 186 
isolated dendritic Ca2+ spikes. This was modeled by reducing maximum HVA Ca2+ conductance 187 
(gHVA,max) by 7*NMH%. Stimulation of D1 receptors have also been shown to increase the NMDA 188 
component of EPSCs by upto 30% over baseline in the PFC (Seamans et al. 2001). This was 189 

modeled by increasing gNMDAA,max by 20*NMH. At low- DA, D2R activation enhances GABAA-like 190 
synaptic currents in the PFC, while decreasing non-NMDA or AMPA-like currents (Durstewitz et 191 
al. 2000). This was modeled by increasing gGABA,max  by 40*NML% and decreasing gAMPA,max by 192 
30*NML%.  193 
 194 
 195 
Dopaminergic modulation in BL. Activation of DA D1Rs decreases the spike threshold in BL cells 196 
by 3 mV and causes a 20-30% reduction in the slowly inactivating K+ current (Kroner et al. 197 
2004). These effects were modeled by shifting the activation curve of Na+ channel by -1.5*NMH 198 
mV and decreasing gD,max by 20*NMH%. D1R activation increases spontaneous inhibitory 199 
network activity (Loretan et al. 2004). This was modeled by increasing gGABAA,max for interneuron 200 
to principal cell synapses by 30*NMH%. D1R activation was reported to reduce NMDA current 201 
amplitudes by 20-30% in BL (Martina and Bergeron 2008). This effect was modeled by 202 
decreasing gNMDA,max by 20*NMH % for connections between principal LAd cells. Activation of D2 203 
receptors enhances input resistance (Rosenkranz and Grace 2002), and this was modeled by 204 
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decreasing gleak by 30*NML%.  205 
 206 
Norepinephrine modulation in PL. Excitation of NE α2A-receptors reduces the concentration of 207 
cAMP, which in turn decreases hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) 208 
channel conductance (Wang et al. 2007; see appendix for details). This was modeled by 209 
reducing cAMP concentration by 30*NML%. NE α2-receptor activation in the PFC caused a 3-210 
5mV hyperpolarization in resting membrane potential (Carr et al. 2007).  In addition, they also 211 
observed a significant increase in input resistance and increased number of evoked spikes. We 212 
modeled this by decreasing gleak by 30*NML%.  Stimulation of NE β receptors increases the 213 
NMDA-mediated Ca2+ current and the occurrence of spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic 214 
currents (Ji et al. 2008). Accordingly, the NMDA-mediated calcium influx was increased by 215 
10*NMH% on  excitatory synaptic connections of PL cells that had β receptors. β2-NE receptor 216 
activation has been shown to enhance firing and evoke Ca2+ dynamics in basal dendrites (Barth 217 
et al. 2007). This effect was modeled by a increasing gHVAmax  of dendritic Ca channels by 218 
10*NMH. In addition, systemic administration of the β-receptor antagonist propranolol has been 219 
reported to reduce both freezing (by 20-30%), and spontaneous activity (by 30%) in PL (Mueller 220 
et al. 2008; Rodriguez-Romaguera et al. 2009). Although such systemic administration may 221 
have other effects, we modeled it in two ways: (i) context-induced fear stress was modeled as 222 
causing tonic release of NE, independent of Ce, and independent of NM. This was modeled at 223 
the start of experiment by decreasing the maximum GABA conductance (gGABAA,max)  by 10%, and 224 
(ii) stress in high fear states (late conditioning and early extinction) caused phasic release of NE 225 
which was modeled by further decreasing gGABAA,max  by (20*NMH)%. 226 
 227 
Norepinephrine modulation in BL. In BLA, NE- β inhibits the slow after-hyperpolarization that 228 
occurs after trains of action potentials, thereby facilitating spike firing (Tully and Bolshakov 229 
2010). This was modeled by decreasing gsAHP,max by (10*NMH)% in the presence of NE. NE β-R’s 230 
activation also suppresses feedforward GABAergic inhibition of BLA projection neurons (Tully 231 
and Bolshakov 2010), which was modeled by reducing gGABAA,max  by (10*NMH)% . NE agonist 232 
(isoproterenol) enhances NMDA currents in BLA without affecting AMPA currents (Huang et al. 233 
1998), and this effect was modeled by increasing  gNMDA,max  by (5*NMH)%. Johnson et al. (2011) 234 
reported that NE decreases fEPSP (field excitatory post synaptic potential) amplitudes in the 235 
amygdala, whereas administration of selective NE-β agonists increased fEPSP amplitudes. 236 
From this, they concluded that NE-α receptors may increase the activity of inhibitory synapses, 237 
and this was also observed by Braga et al. (2004). We modeled this effect by increasing  238 gGABAA,max  by 10*NML% in interneuron to principal cells connections.  239 
 Since we use simplified modules for LA and Ce networks (as described in the next section), 240 
neuromodulator effects were not modeled in LA or Ce cells. 241 
 242 
Network Architecture 243 
 Biological cell counts were used to generate a scaled-down (200:1; refs. in table) network 244 
model using the numbers shown in table 1. Connection strengths (weights) between cells need 245 
to be higher in such networks to compensate for the reduction in size (Dyhrfjeld-Johnsen et al. 246 
2007). Our BL-PL network model had a total of 680 principal neurons (480 in PL and 200 in BL) 247 
and 170 GABAergic interneurons (120 in PL and 50 in BL). Input to this network was delivered 248 
from 24 LA cells, developed separately using our previous LA model (Li et al. 2009) modified to 249 
accommodate 30 sec tones (Burgos-Robles et al. 2009). We also included a simplified Ce 250 
model with eight GABAergic cells as the output station. Background input was delivered to all 251 
cells, in the form of random Poisson-distributed excitatory signals to match reported 252 
spontaneous firing rates in each region: PL: 5-7 Hz (Burgos-Robles et al. 2009), BL: 2-3 Hz 253 
(Herry et al. 2008), LA: 0.7-1.5 Hz (Quirk et al. 1995), and Ce: 1.8-2.8 Hz (Duvarci et al. 2011). 254 
 255 
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PL module. The PL module consisted of 320 principal cells in layer 2 and 160 principal cells in 256 
layer 5 (Fig. 1), reflecting the reported ratio of cells in these layers (Jones et al. 2005). Strong 257 
within-layer principal-principal cell connections exist in layers 2 and 5 (Jones et al. 2005; 258 
Markram et al. 1997). Connections between layers were modeled to match observations that 259 
ascending projections (layer 5 to layer 2) are more dense than descending projections (layer 2 260 
to layer 5) (Fujisawa et al. 2008; Jones et al. 2005). Accordingly, 10% of layer 5 cells projected 261 
to layer 2 cells with source and target cells selected randomly. For connections between PL 262 
from BL cells, we used estimates from antidromic and orthodromic activation studies (Likhtik et 263 
al. 2005) which suggest that 32% of BL principal cells project to both layers 2 and 5 of PL 264 
(Orozco-Cabal et al. 2006). 265 
 266 
BL module. The BL module included 200 principal cells modeled similar to those in LA (Li et al. 267 
2009), with 130 fully adapting (type A) and 70 medium adapting (type B) cells (Sah et al. 2003), 268 
and had 50 interneurons. The interconnectivity within both BL and LA regions was sparse (1-5%; 269 
Samson and Pare 2005). Basal amygdala has dense bidirectional connectivity with the medial 270 
prefrontal cortex (mPFC; Gabbot et al. 2006). Electrical stimulation of the mPFC backfires a 271 
large proportion of BL projection cells (Likhtik et al. 2005) but does not elicit firing in Ce neurons 272 
(Quirk et al. 2003). This suggests that the BL contains a population of principal cells that project 273 
to mPFC but not to Ce, and another population that projects to Ce but not to mPFC (Popescu 274 
and Pare 2011). We therefore divided BL into two equal parts: BL1 (projecting to PL), and BL2 275 
(receiving projections from PL). Because the projections from PL to BLA arise primarily from 276 
layer 2 (Likhtik et al. 2005), we connected a random 10% of PL layer 2 cells to BL2 cells.   277 
 278 
LA module (Input). LA projects to BL, but does not receive feedback from either BL or PL. We 279 
used this fact to separate the LA module and provide it as ‘input’ to the rest of the model. This 280 
reduced model complexity and speeded up computations considerably. For this, we adapted our 281 
previous 10-cell LA model (Li et al. 2009; 8 principal cells+2 interneurons) for use with 30 sec 282 
tones. The adapted model was run ten times, with randomness in parameters such as 283 
connection strengths and background inputs. In the process a total of 80 principal cell model 284 
tone responses were created. LA is reported to have cells with varying tone responses (Quirk et 285 
al. 1995, 1997; Repa et al. 2001), and it is not presently clear which types project to BL (Pare 286 
and Durvaci 2012). Since the focus of the present study was to show how potentiated transient 287 
LA activity might be converted to sustained activity in PL, we specifically chose LA principal cell 288 
responses (from the 80 cells) that had tone responses whose z-scores (computed based on 10 289 
bins prior to tone onset) dropped to less than 0.8 after 200 ms of the 30-sec tone onset (shown 290 
in results, Fig. 3A). This yielded a set of 24 principal cells that exhibited the cited transient 291 
conditioned responses. These cells were then projected to BL using a connectivity of 10% 292 
(Pitkanen et al. 1995), i.e., each LA cell projected to 10% of the BL cells (Table 2). We thus had 293 
a true transient input from LA, an assumption of the present study. 294 
 295 
Ce module (Output). Similar to LA being the ‘input’ module for the model, Ce is the ‘output’ 296 
module, and essentially integrates tone responses of BL cells. That is, the role of Ce in our 297 
model was that of a simple integrator of activity in BL during the tone. In addition, the Ce module 298 
also received tone inputs, and if this activity exceeds a threshold, it resulted in neuromodulator 299 
release. We used a simplified module for the Ce region, with CeL and CeM sub-divisions. CeM 300 
receives direct projections from BL and indirect ones (via CeL) from LA (Pare and Duvarci 301 
2012), and triggers neuromodulator release (via VTA and LC). This is consistent with reported 302 
Ce projections to LC (Bouret et al. 2003) and to VTA (Zahm et al. 1999) which release NE and 303 
DA, respectively. It has been estimated that ten percent of BL2 cells that receive input from PL 304 
cells also project to Ce (Likhtik et al. 2005). Ce cells also received non-plastic tone input (Linke 305 
et al. 2000; Pare et al. 2004; Ciocchi et al. 2010). The Ce module consisted of five CeM cells 306 
and two CeL cells, with inhibitory intrinsic connections. The CeM and CeL cell models were 307 
described in an earlier section. LA projects to CeL ‘on’ cells which then projects to CeL ‘off’ cells 308 
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(Ciocchi et al. 2010; Pare and Durvaci 2012) and the CeL ‘off’ cells project to CeM (Haubensak 309 
et al. 2010). In our simplified model we considered one each of CeL ‘on’ and ‘off’ cells. LA tone 310 
responses after conditioning acts via the CeL-on and CeL-off cells to reduce inhibition on CeM 311 
cells. Each CeM cell (total five) received six projections from randomly selected BL2 cells, and 312 
also received tone input.  313 
 The responses of these five CeM cells were then averaged by connecting them to a single 314 
regular spiking output cell (representing a downstream structure), and the response of this 315 
output cell determined neuromodulator release. Details of how Ce integrates all its inputs and 316 
controls neuromodulation is described in the Appendix section ‘Neuromodulator release’. See 317 
appendix figure A2 for tone responses of the CeM output cell and neuromodulator concentration 318 
levels during the different phases of fear learning.  319 
 320 
Distribution of neuromodulator receptors. We used biological estimates of DA receptors in 321 
mPFC (Santana et al. 2009), to distribute D1 and D2 receptors randomly on PL principal cells 322 
and interneurons in layers 2 and 5 (Table 3). Serotonergic and noradrenergic innervations have 323 
been reported to have similar densities and distributions, and are extremely widespread and 324 
largely overlapping (Sara 2009). Accordingly, we used estimates of serotonin receptors to 325 
populate NE receptors in PL (Santana et al. 2004). NE β-receptor subtypes are dispersed 326 
across all cortical layers (Goldman-Rakic et al. 1990), and so we used the random distributions 327 
of β-receptor subtypes in PL cells.  328 
 For BL, thirty percent of BLA principal cells have been reported to express NE receptors (Farb 329 
et al. 2010), while dopamine receptors have been shown to be present on upto 70% of BLA 330 
principal cells (Muller et al. 2009). Lacking biological information for the distribution of these 331 
neuromodulator receptors on interneurons, we iteratively determined and populated only 332 
principal cells with these receptors (Table 3). 333 
 334 
Training protocol  335 
 The model training protocol of tone and shock inputs followed the unit recording study in 336 
Burgos-Robles et al. (2009), which included habituation, conditioning, and extinction phases. 337 
Each model tone lasted 30 sec and each shock lasted 500 ms, and the inter-tone interval was 338 
60 sec. During the habituation phase, 5 tones were presented to the network to determine 339 
baseline tone responses. During the conditioning phase, 5 tones were paired with shocks 340 
delivered during the last 500 ms of each tone. During the extinction phase, 20 tones were 341 
delivered without any shock. We found that the weights did not change significantly during the 342 
gap between conditioning and extinction, and so modeled a gap of 180 sec, during which 343 
random background activity was present. 344 
 Simulations were performed on a Linux cluster, using pNEURON (Carnevale and Hines 2006), 345 
with the Crank-Nicholson integration method and an integration interval of 10 μs. To assess the 346 
robustness of the results, each model experiment was run with three different randomizations of 347 
intra- and inter-region network connectivity. This was done to avoid any preferential bias to 348 
particular input or network connectivity. All model results reported are averages over these three 349 
runs. The complete protocol was 48 mins long and required 7 hrs to run on a 40-node Linux 350 
cluster. Analysis of simulation output was performed using MATLAB.   351 
 To detect tone-elicited changes in PL activity, we divided the 30-sec tone into ten 3-sec bins. 352 
A z-score for each of these bins was calculated relative to ten pre-tone bins of equal durations. 353 
Each PL or BL cell was considered as tone responsive if the z-score of at least three bins 354 
exceeded 2.58, and these cells were selected for reporting the results. 355 
 356 
Experimental Methods 357 
Subjects.  A total of 4 male Sprague-Dawley rats (Harlan Laboratories, Indianapolis, IN) 358 
weighing 270-320 g were housed and handled as described previously (Quirk et al 2000). Rats 359 
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were restricted to 18 g/day of standard laboratory rat pellets, followed by training to press a bar 360 
for food on a variable interval schedule of reinforcement (VI-30). Pressing a bar for food ensures 361 
a constant level of activity in which freezing can be reliably measured. All procedures were 362 
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Puerto Rico, 363 
School of Medicine in compliance with National Institutes of Health guidelines for the care and 364 
use of laboratory animals. 365 
Surgery. After bar-press training, rats were anesthetized with intraperitoneal injections of a 366 
mixture of ketamine (80 mg/kg)-xylazine (10 mg/kg) and were stereotaxically implanted with an 367 
electrode microdrive in PL (+2.9mm AP; ±0.60mm ML; -2.6mm DV). Electrodes were fixed to 368 
the skull with dental cement and three stainless steel screws. After surgery, a triple antibiotic 369 
(Neosporin) was applied around the wound and an analgesic (Ketofen; 2 mg/kg) was injected 370 
intramuscularly. After surgery, animals were allowed to recover for 7 days before the 371 
experiments. 372 
Histology. Upon completion of experiments, rats were transcardially perfused with 0.9% saline 373 
followed by 10% buffered formalin. Brains were extracted and stored in a 30% sucrose/ 10% 374 
formalin solution for several days. Coronal sections were cut (40 µm thick) in a cryostat, 375 
mounted on slides, and stained for Nissl bodies for cannula placement histology. 376 
 377 
PL unit recording. Extracellular waveforms that exceeded a voltage threshold were digitized at 378 
40 kHz and stored on a computer. Waveforms were recorded during pretone, tone, and post-379 
tone periods, each lasting 30 s. Waveforms were then sorted offline using three-dimensional 380 
plots of principal component and voltage vectors (Offline Sorter; Plexon). Clusters formed by 381 
individual neurons were tracked across treatments. Timestamps of neural spiking and flags for 382 
the occurrence of tones and shocks were imported to NeuroExplorer for analysis (NEX 383 
Technologies). After conditioning, rats were tested for fear expression under a systemic 384 
injection of saline or β-receptor blocker (10mg/kg, i.p., 10 mins before testing). Two trials per 385 
test were averaged and examined for the detection of tone responses. To detect tone-elicited 386 
changes in PL activity, we divided the 30 s tone into 10 bins, each of 3 s duration. A z-score for 387 
each of these bins was calculated, relative to 5 pretone bins of equal duration. PL neurons were 388 
classified as showing excitatory tone responses if any two tone bins exceeded 2.58 z’s (p < 0.01, 389 
two-tailed). Furthermore, group peri-event time histograms were generated by averaging z-390 
scores of all tone-responsive neurons. Comparisons across experimental phases were made 391 
using repeated-measures ANOVA.  392 
 393 
Network parameters suggested by the model  394 
 Our network incorporated known parameters such as single cells responses, connectivity 395 
between PL and amygdala, interconnectivity in BLA and Ce, synaptic parameters, and 396 
information about neuromodulator receptor distribution. For parameters not available in the 397 
literature, we decided to optimize values to match experimental data related to spontaneous 398 
rates in PL and BL, and tone response profiles during the different phases of training, i.e., tone 399 
responses are higher and sustained only during high fear states (Burgos-Robles et al. 2009). 400 
The following optimized parameters thus constitute model predictions that await subsequent 401 
validation:  402 
(i) Initial weights and plasticity thresholds. Each source cell randomly connected to X cells within 403 
the same layer, with a ‘fan-out’ X (# of target synapses) determined by an iterative process to 404 
achieve sustained activity in the BL-PL-Ce network (Table 2). The connectivity between PL 405 
(layer 2) and BL cells, and between LA and BL cells, was stronger (two-fold) compared to all 406 
other connections. Also, the plasticity thresholds for these connections were 20% lower 407 
compared to the other connections (see appendix, table A2). 408 
(ii) Fan-out in the network. A network that showed sustained activity in PL cells required the 409 
following structure and connectivity (Fig. 1). The fan-out for BL-BL connections was 4, i.e., each 410 
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cell connected to 2% of the other principal cells randomly, suggesting that sparse connectivity is 411 
required for the observed spontaneous firing rate of 3 Hz in BL (Herry et al. 2008). As cited, BL 412 
had two populations of principal cells, BL1 (100 cells) which projected to PL, and BL2 (100 cells) 413 
which received projections from PL. LA projected randomly to both these BL cell populations 414 
with a fan-out of 20. The recurrent connectivity between BL and PL was modeled as follows: 415 
Thirty percent of BL1 principal cells projected to principal cells in PL layers 5 and 2, with fan-416 
outs of 5 and 2, respectively. The connectivity within each of the PL layers 2 and 5 was 3%, 417 
which suggests that higher within-region connectivity (compared to BL) is needed for 418 
reproducing the higher experimental spontaneous firing rates (5-7 Hz; Burgos-Robles et al. 419 
2009). Ten percent of PL layer 5 cells projected to PL layer 2 cells. This additional connectivity 420 
between PL layers 5 and 2 introduced delays in the network and helped extend the activity of 421 
PL and BL cells. To complete the loop, 10% of PL layer 2 cells projected to BL2 cells with a fan-422 
out of 2. The fan-out numbers used were iteratively determined to match experimental data, 423 
including spontaneous firing rates, and activity in the BL-PL network (e.g., Burgos-Robles et al. 424 
2009). 425 
(iii) Neuromodulator effects – As cited, we modeled the effects of DA and NE, and given recent 426 
evidence of co-activation and interaction between multiple neuromodulatory systems (Briand et 427 
al. 2007), assumed that other neuromodulator effects, if any, would be via the same pathways 428 
as for these two. Since data about neuromodulator effects are typically reported as increasing or 429 
decreasing either intrinsic or synaptic excitability, without precise (e.g., in vitro only) 430 
quantification, we iteratively quantified the effects to match experimental data. We note that, by 431 
themselves, different combinations of the two parameter sets above (initial weights and 432 
plasticity thresholds, or fan-out) failed to provide the pattern of sustained tone responses seen 433 
experimentally (Burgos-Robles et al. 2009), leading to conclusion that differences in the levels 434 
of neuromodulation between low and high fear states might be involved. Accordingly, we 435 
iterated on neuromodulator effects to match the pattern of tone responses during the training 436 
protocol. 437 
 438 

RESULTS 439 

In vitro firing properties  440 
 Single neurons in the model exhibited reported in vitro firing properties. In response to injected 441 
current, model PL cells exhibited the spiking behavior of IB prefrontal neurons, eliciting a spike 442 
doublet followed by a train of spikes showing rate adaptation (Fig. 2A) (Durstewitz et al. 2000; 443 
Degenetais et al. 2002). The PL interneuron model reproduced the experimentally observed 444 
non-adapting repetitive firing behavior of fast spiking cells (Lang and Pare 1998; Woodfruff and 445 
Sah 2007). BL model cell responses to current injections also matched experimental data 446 
reported in Faber et al. (2001). For instance, in response to a depolarizing current step (400 pA 447 
600 ms), type A neurons fired only 3 spikes (Fig. 2B), and type B neurons fired 9 spikes before 448 
adapting. A hyperpolarizing current initiated a slow depolarizing sag (right panel in Fig. 2B), due 449 
to the activation of IH (Womble and Moises 1993).  450 
 Recording studies have shown significant differences in passive properties between PL and 451 
BL cells. Indeed, PL principal cells exhibit spike thresholds in the range of -51 ± 5 mV 452 
(Degenetais et al. 2002), while BL cells are much lower at -41 ± 1 mV (Faber et al. 2001). 453 
Consistent with this, the average firing rate for PL cells is 5-7 Hz (Burgos-Robles et al. 2009) 454 
compared to 2-3 Hz for BL cells (Herry et al. 2008). Because neuromodulators affect intrinsic 455 
excitability of cells, they could further amplify the differences between PL and BL responses. 456 
The behavioral consequences of such differences are discussed later. 457 
 458 
 459 
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Sustained conditioned tone responses in the PL-BL network 460 
 LA neurons show conditioned tone responses that are transient and have a short-latency to 461 
tone onset (12 ms) (Quirk et al. 1995, 1997; Repa et al. 2001). In contrast, PL cells show a 462 
longer latency response (> 90 ms) and the response last the duration of the tone (Burgos-463 
Robles et al. 2009). Figure 3A shows the tone responses of a sample cell during habituation 464 
and early extinction phases. The sustained activity is clearly seen during tone in the early 465 
extinction trial and lasts 3-6 sec after tone offset. Figure 3B shows the peri-event time 466 
histograms (PETHs) of model tone responses (bin width 3 sec; tone duration 30 sec) of LA, BL, 467 
PL cells, which matched published findings. Averages were taken over two trials for each phase: 468 
habituation (trials 4-5), conditioning (trials 4-5), early extinction (trials 1-2), and late extinction 469 
(trails 19-20). The percentage of cells showing sustained conditioned tone responses in both BL 470 
and PL also matched experimental reports, BL model: 37% (75/200) compared with 33% 471 
(Amano et al. 2011); PL model: 26% (127/480) compared with 23% (Burgos-Robles et al. 2009). 472 
The tone responses of the remaining 63% of BL cells and 74% of PL cells were not significantly 473 
different to average pre-tone (duration of 30 sec) responses. The spontaneous firing rates 474 
(measured 60 sec after conditioning) of the non-tone responsive cells were also similar to those 475 
of the tone responsive cells. The sustained tone responsive cells in BL belonged to the BL2 476 
population that received projections from PL. In PL, the sustained tone responsive cells were 477 
equally represented in both layers 2 and 5. Even with tone lasting 20s or 40s, responses of 478 
model PL cells were found to last the entire duration of the tone, and persisted for 3-6 s after 479 
tone offset. Thus, the model was able to convert transient LA activity to sustained tone 480 
responses in PL cells. See Figure A2 in appendix for tone responses of Ce cells that result in 481 
neuromodulator release. 482 
 483 
Mechanisms necessary for sustaining tone responses in PL and BL cells 484 
 Previous studies have shown that post-conditioning lesions of BL eliminate conditioned 485 
freezing (Anglada-Figueroa and Quirk 2005). Also, pharmacological inactivation of BL blocks 486 
expression of conditioned fear (Falls et al. 1992; Herry et al. 2006; Sierra-Mercado et al. 2011; 487 
Amano et al. 2011). Furthermore, pharmacological inactivation of BL eliminates fear conditioned 488 
olfactory responses in PL neurons (Laviolette et al. 2005). This suggests that BL provides a 489 
critical tone input to PL. Consistent with these experimental reports, we found in the model that 490 
inactivation of LA or BL, or  blocking neuromodulators, eliminated sustained model tone 491 
responses in PL (Fig. 4A). We then selectively inactivated projections from BL to PL, without 492 
altering PL to BL projections. This caused a minor change in average z-scores for PL cells (< 493 
8% reduction) and in the number of tone responsive PL cells (< 3% reduction).  494 
 Figure 4B shows that LA inactivation completely eliminated tone responses in BL. Also, PL 495 
inactivation resulted in a 73% decrease in BL tone responses (average z-scores; Fig. 4B, right 496 
panel), and a 78% decrease in the tone responsive BL cells (#TR cells = 9 of 75) that showed 497 
sustained activity. These results are consistent with the >50% reduction in freezing observed 498 
experimentally after post conditioning inactivation of PL (Sierra-Mercado et al. 2011). Similarly 499 
for PL, inactivating BL to PL projections caused a minor change in average z-scores for BL cells 500 
(see Fig. A3). 501 
 Blocking neuromodulator release (Fig. 4, left panels) in the model caused a pronounced 502 
decrease in average sustained tone responses in both PL (83%) and BL (85%). The percentage 503 
of cells with sustained tone responses also decreased, by 93% in PL (#TR cells = 9 of 127), and 504 
by 90% in BL (#TR cells = 8 of 75). These results are in agreement with behavioral reports that 505 
show a 65% decrease in freezing after systemic administration of NE antagonist propranolol 506 
(Rodriguez-Romaguera et al. 2009).  507 
 As expected, LA inactivation eliminated short-latency tone responses in BL and PL (Fig. 4). 508 
Similarly, BL inactivation also eliminated short-latency PL tone responses. With blockade of 509 
neuromodulator release (equivalent to lesioning Ce), short-latency tone responses were still 510 
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observed in BL and PL, however, no cells could sustain tone responses beyond two bins (> 3s). 511 
Then, we selectively turned off connectivity from BL to PL, and this resulted in a 7% decrease in 512 
tone responses of PL and BL cells (see Fig. A3). The percentage of cells with sustained tone 513 
responses also decreased, by 7% in PL (#TR cells = 118 of 127), and by 10% in BL (#TR cells 514 
= 66 of 75). 515 
 In contrast to tone responses, inactivations had modest effects on spontaneous activity (Fig. 516 
4, right panels; recorded between conditioning and extinction). BL inactivation reduced 517 
spontaneous firing rates in PL cells by 27%, from 5.2 to 3.8 Hz. Also, blocking neuromodulators 518 
(both phasic and tonic) decreased the spontaneous activity in PL by 23%, from 5.2 to 4.1 Hz, 519 
consistent with the experimentally observed reductions seen with systemic propranolol 520 
(Rodriguez-Romaguera et al. 2009). Inactivation of PL had a larger effect on spontaneous firing 521 
rates in BL cells, dropping the average by 48%, from 3.1 to 1.6 Hz. Also, blocking 522 
neuromodulators (both phasic and tonic release) decreased the spontaneous activity in BL by 523 
20%, from 3.1 to 2.5 Hz. Furthermore, inactivation of LA reduced spontaneous firing rates in 524 
model BL cells by 10%, from 3.1 to 2.8 Hz. The effect of inactivation on tone responses was 525 
larger than on spontaneous activity because of increased phasic activity during the tone. The 526 
factors that contributed to this phasic activity were potentiated LA tone responses, leading to 527 
neuromodulator release and to increased PL-BL-Ce activity.  528 
 529 
Experimental validation of model predictions 530 
 Model inactivation experiments (Fig. 4) predict that blockade of neuromodulator release and 531 
inactivation of BL will both eliminate sustained PL tone responses. Inactivating β-NE receptors 532 
in the model in order to match propranolol (selective β-receptor blocker) administration 533 
experiments reduced the number of model tone responsive PL cells by 80% (#TR cells = 23 of 534 
115) and reduced average z-scores by 85% (see Fig. 5A; top panel). To test this prediction, we 535 
recorded from PL neurons in rats subjected to auditory fear conditioning. Indeed, systemic 536 
propranolol administration (see Fig. 5A; bottom panel) completely abolished sustained tone 537 
responses in PL cells (ANOVA with repeated measures: F(1,12)=7.88, p= 0.016).  538 
 Also consistent with model findings, inactivation of BL with muscimol eliminated sustained 539 
activity in actual PL cells. Figure 5B shows PSTH’s of average tone responses of PL cells 540 
before and after BL inactivation for the model (top panel) and experiments (from Sotres-Bayon 541 
et al. 2012; bottom panel). Model experiments also suggested that sustained tone responses in 542 
BL cells were necessary for sustained activity in PL cells. Although this prediction has not yet 543 
been experimentally validated, a recent study (Amano et al. 2011) does support our finding that 544 
BL neurons exhibit sustained tone responses during the expression of fear.  545 
 546 
Perturbation studies reveal the importance of microcircuits in sustaining tone responses   547 
 In addition to gross manipulations of model connectivity, we were also interested in how 548 
manipulations of fine network connectivity might affect sustained firing. These included the % 549 
source cells that project to BL from PL and vice versa, as well as the distribution of 550 
neurotransmitter receptors in each region. For our optimized model (control case), these 551 
parameters were as follows: In the BL1 cluster, a random 40% of BL1 cells received inputs from 552 
LA, and a random 48% BL1 cells expressed at least one type of neuromodulator receptors. In 553 
the BL2 cluster, 40% of BL2 cells received inputs from LA, and 50% of BL2 cells expressed 554 
neuromodulator receptors. About 60% of the PL layer 2 cells projecting to BL2 expressed 555 
neuromodulator receptors and 50% of BL1 cells projecting to PL layers 2 and 5 expressed 556 
neuromodulator receptors. Finally, a random 30% of BL2 cells projected to Ce.  557 
 The parameters cited above determine the structure of the pertinent microcircuits between PL 558 
and BL regions. We varied these parameters to determine their relative contributions to tone 559 
responses. Compared to the optimized model (Table 2), a 10% increase or decrease in the 560 
number of source cells in the BL1 to PL projection resulted in no significant changes in 561 
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sustained tone responses or in spontaneous activity of BL and PL cells (Table 4a). However, 562 
increasing the number of source cells in the PL to BL2 projection by +10% increased the tone 563 
responsiveness of BL and PL cells, while decreasing this number by -10% decreased their tone 564 
responsiveness (Table 4a). This shows that PL to BL connections can have a much larger 565 
impact on sustained activity in PL-BL network than the BL to PL connections (see Fig. A3).  566 
 Significant changes in PL-BL tone responses were also observed when connections were 567 
further classified based on projecting cells expressing neuromodulator receptors. For example, 568 
increasing (from 25% to 100%) the percentage of source BL cells expressing neuromodulator 569 
receptors projecting to target PL cells  had no significant effect on PL tone responses (Table 570 
4b). However, increasing (by the same amount) the percentage of source PL cells expressing 571 
neuromodulator receptors projecting to target BL cells increased the average z-scores for BL 572 
cells from 2.9 to 3.9, and for PL cells from 3.3 to 4.4 (Table 4b). Thus, PL has a larger influence 573 
on BL than the other way round, perhaps stemming from the higher spontaneous firing rate of 574 
PL (5.1 Hz) compared to BL (2.9 Hz) model cells. This implies that microcircuits with specific 575 
connectivity and neuromodulator receptor distributions are required for sustained activity. 576 
 577 
Generation of sustained conditioned tone responses in PL involves multiple structures 578 
 In summary, based on inactivation and perturbation studies, transient LA tone responses 579 
relayed to Ce via BL are insufficient to generate sustained activity in the PL-BL network. 580 
However, with neuromodulator release, tone inputs to Ce, and recurrent PL-BL connections, the 581 
same LA inputs resulted in sustained PL tone responses (Fig. 6) as follows: Increased LA 582 
activity during late conditioning and early extinction (trials 3-5 of conditioning and 1-3 of 583 
extinction; > 3-5 spikes per 200 ms from LA) triggers neuromodulator release into PL increasing 584 
tone responses in PL. This activity in PL was then relayed to Ce via BL, thereby sustaining 585 
neuromodulator release into the PL-BL network. Also, tone inputs to Ce, in addition to PL-586 
induced BL activity, were required to increase Ce activity above threshold. After tone offset, the 587 
diminished drive from Ce could not sustain neuromodulator release, causing PL tone responses 588 
to gradually decrease in 5-6 sec. For the same reason, shock-induced neuromodulator release 589 
could not be sustained in the absence of tone inputs to Ce. 590 
 591 
Limitations. Our model has a number of limitations: 1) The model was scaled 1/200 in cell 592 
numbers to permit reasonable simulation times. Future studies could test whether the qualitative 593 
conclusions and predictions hold for larger models. 2) The release of neuromodulators in the 594 
model was assumed to be a function of Ce activity (freezing), with the amount of release being 595 
proportional to Ce activity. More experiments are required to validate the assumed correlation 596 
between Ce activity and neuromodulator release in PL, as well as in quantifying the effects of 597 
neuromodulators, including interactions, particularly at physiological levels in vivo. 3) The role of 598 
inputs from other regions in sustaining PL tone responses, such as the hippocampus, is not 599 
known and was not modeled.   600 
  601 
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DISCUSSION 602 
 Auditory fear conditioning results in sustained conditioned tone responses in PL that are 603 
correlated with freezing on a second to second basis (Burgos-Robles et al. 2009). We 604 
developed a computational network model of LA, BL and PL regions using biological data, to 605 
shed light on how this LA-BL-PL circuit might convert transient LA tone responses to sustained 606 
conditioned tone responses in PL.  607 

 608 
Cortex codes ‘intensity’, amygdala codes ‘valence’  609 
 Neurons in amygdala and prefrontal cortex encode multiple cognitive and emotional 610 
saliencies, and the interconnections between these structures are crucial for emotional behavior 611 
in both animals and humans (Salzman and Fusi 2010; Kim et al. 2011). Our findings related to 612 
the role of the PL-BL network in the expression of fear are consistent with these reports. Using a 613 
theoretical model, Salzman and Fusi (2010) suggest that emotions can be characterized along 614 
two axes, ‘valence’ (pleasant versus unpleasant) and ‘intensity’ (or arousal). During fear 615 
conditioning, BLA provides the ‘valence,’ after a few trials of fear conditioning, in the form of 616 
unpleasantness due to tone associated with shock, and PL provides the ‘intensity’ for this 617 
emotional state (freezing during tone). 618 
 Specifically, PL receives stimulus-related input from BLA (Gabbott et al. 2006), and freezing 619 
triggers the release of neuromodulators into PL (Hughes et al. 2007). Our model experiments 620 
indicate that PL can integrate these two influences and sustain tone responses after fear 621 
conditioning as follows (see Fig. 6): During early conditioning, tone responses in BLA cannot 622 
elicit fear responses (‘valence’ is still ambiguous). As conditioning progresses, BL receives 623 
potentiated (transient) tone responses from LA (signaling unpleasantness) and transfers them 624 
simultaneously to PL, and to Ce. This causes CeM activity to increase, eliciting fear and 625 
freezing via projections to downstream structures such as the periaqueductal gray. Fear results 626 
in the release of neuromodulators such as dopamine and norepinephrine into PL and BLA 627 
(Geisler et al. 2007; Guarraci and Kapp 1999), increasing the excitability of PL and BL cells. 628 
Recurrent connectivity between PL and BL further increases tone-related activity in both 629 
structures thereby increasing the duration of freezing by sustained activity in both regions. Thus, 630 
PL plays a key role in increasing the ‘intensity’ of the emotional state.  631 
 We performed parametric studies varying synaptic weights, thresholds of synaptic plasticity, 632 
percentage connectivity, and distributions of neuromodulator receptors in BL and PL cells. 633 
These experiments revealed that the most critical factor for sustaining PL tone responses was 634 
activity in BL leading to neuromodulator release. In contrast, the most important mechanism for 635 
sustaining BL tone responses was network connectivity from PL (layer 2) to the BL cell cluster 636 
(BL2) that projects to Ce. The model thus revealed how the various structures and mechanisms 637 
act in concert to sustain conditioned PL tone responses, and provided insights into their relative 638 
contributions.  639 
 640 
Neuromodulator release, rather than BL input, sustains PL tone responses 641 
 In the model, two pathways convey potentiated LA tone responses to PL. One is through 642 
direct ascending projections from BL to PL. The other is via an indirect pathway from BL to 643 
CeM, triggering neuromodulator release in PL. Because LA responses are transient, 644 
maintaining PL responses for the duration of the tone would require either continuous excitation 645 
via the bidirectional PL-BL loop, or continuous neuromodulator release into PL. Model 646 
experiments varying fan-out and connection strengths alone revealed that the bidirectional BL-647 
PL connections  were not sufficient, i.e., activity in PL was either too high (>15 Hz), or 648 
oscillatory, and PL responses continued long beyond tone offset. Adding the effects of 649 
neuromodulation in PL and BL revealed that the model was able to replicate biological data only 650 
with weak BL-PL and strong PL-BL connections. We then selectively turned off the BL to PL 651 
connectivity and found that the PL tone responses dropped about 5%, but continued to be 652 
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sustained. This important observation suggests that it is neuromodulator release into PL and not 653 
direct excitation from BL that sustains tone responses in PL. The model thus makes a testable 654 
prediction that inactivating projections from BL to PL would not eliminate sustained tone 655 
responses in PL. This could be experimentally verified by selectively inactivating BL axons to PL 656 
during tone delivery, using optogenetic techniques. 657 
 658 
Neuromodulators sustain activity in PL after tone offset   659 
 Conditioned tone responses in PL are sustained for several seconds following tone offset 660 
(Burgos-Robles et al. 2009). In the model, strong LA transient responses generated strong BL 661 
responses, leading to phasic neuromodulator release. The increase in PL and BL activity during 662 
conditioned tones caused additional sustained neuromodulator release via a positive feedback 663 
loop. As discussed earlier, tone inputs to Ce cells contributed to neuromodulator release in the 664 
model only in the presence of potentiated LA or BL inputs. After tone offset, the absence of tone 665 
inputs to Ce caused a drop in Ce activity. This drop led to a gradual (not immediate) decrease in 666 
neuromodulator release due to the positive feedback loop, allowing persistence of activity in PL 667 
for up to 6 sec. This same mechanism sustained tone responses in BL past tone offset, in 668 
agreement with a recent report (Amano et al. 2011). In partial support of this mechanism, 669 
microdialysis studies show that neuromodulator concentration levels are elevated in the 670 
extracellular mPFC even after the cessation of conditioning and extinction training (Hugues et 671 
al. 2007). 672 
 673 
Activity in BL relays sustained activity in PL to Ce 674 
 PL tone responses have to be relayed to Ce to elicit sustained freezing during the tone. Model 675 
experiments suggest that this is accomplished via the PL to BL to Ce pathway. This leads to the 676 
prediction that a population of BL cells (BL2 cells in our model) would exhibit sustained activity 677 
during conditioned tones. Partial validation for this was provided by a recent report that showed 678 
15% of cells in BL exhibited sustained responses throughout the duration of a 20 sec tone 679 
(Amano et al. 2011). The model also showed that inactivation of BL completely eliminated 680 
conditioned responses in PL, consistent with our recent experimental data (see results, Fig. 5B). 681 
Furthermore, inactivation of PL reduced activity in model BL cells by 50%, also matching 682 
experimental results which show a 60% decrease in freezing with inactivation of PL (Sierra-683 
Mercado et al. 2011). Thus, sustained activity in BL is also necessary for converting a transient 684 
LA input into sustained expression of fear, by increasing Ce activity beyond a threshold level. 685 
 686 
Specific PL-BL microcircuits modulate fear expression 687 
 Although interactions between the amygdala and the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) have 688 
been shown to be critical for emotional processing in both animals and humans (Salzman and 689 
Fusi 2010; Kim et al. 2011), the relative roles of the two projections are unknown. The model 690 
was used to assess the relative importance of PL to BL and BL to PL projections during the 691 
expression of fear. The projections from PL to BL affect sustained tone responses more than 692 
vice versa: (i) increasing the number of PL cells connected to BL had a more pronounced 693 
impact on activity in BL, compared to increasing the number of BL cells projecting to PL, and (ii) 694 
microcircuits where PL cells with neuromodulator receptors projected to BL influenced activity in 695 
BL significantly more than similar projections from BL to PL. PL thus plays a dominant role in 696 
controlling the expression of fear via projections to BL. This is because PL principal cells have 697 
higher spike thresholds compared to BL cells. The minor influence of BL on PL observed in 698 
model experiments is also consistent with the experimental observation that very few PL cells 699 
(<10%) were tone responsive during habituation (Burgos-Robles et al. 2009). Thus, differences 700 
in cellular properties and local connectivity endow PL with a higher bandwidth that is important 701 
for modulating BL tone responses. 702 
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 As noted by Sotres-Bayon and Quirk (2010), PL receives various inputs such as the emotional 703 
history of a stimulus (via amygdala), context and time (via hippocampus), internal state (via 704 
brainstem monoamines), and cognitive-mnemonic information (via orbital and lateral PFC).  In 705 
contrast, the amygdala may not receive higher order cognitive information. Thus, the higher 706 
bandwidth provides PL with flexibility in integrating this information, and determining appropriate 707 
responses to danger cues.  708 
 709 
 710 
CONCLUSIONS 711 
 A biophysical BL-PL network model incorporating known conductances, connectivity, and 712 
plasticity mechanisms, provided insights into the mechanisms responsible for generating 713 
sustained tone responses in PL. Model experiments suggest that fear-induced neuromodulator 714 
release in PL, and recurrent connections between BL and PL, were the key contributors to 715 
sustaining conditioned tone responses in PL. At the translational level, these model experiments 716 
suggest that individual variability in fear responses may be due to differences in connectivity in 717 
the PL to BL2 microcircuit. The network model will next be expanded to include other relevant 718 
regions with the long term goal of gaining insights into pathologies associated with the fear 719 
circuit, e.g., post traumatic stress disorder. 720 
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TABLES 974 

Table 1. Numbers of model cells in the various regions.  975 

Composition 

Structure Biological #s of cells (Reference) 
Model cells 

pyramids/interneurons 
Prelimbic layer 2 64,000 (Gabbott et al. 2005) 320/80 

Prelimbic layer 5 32,000 (Gabbott et al. 2005) 160/40 

Basal amygdala 40,000 (Tuunanen and Pitkanen, 2000) 200/50 
 976 

Table 2. Connectivity between different regions in the model. 977 

Connectivity 

Connection  
% presynaptic 
cells projecting 
with fanout in () 

Reference  

PL 2-PL 2 All (4)  Fujisawa et al. (2008) 

PL 2-PL 5 0% Jones et al. (2005)  

PL 5-PL 2 5% (4) Jones et al. (2005), Fujisawa et al. (2008)  

PL 5-PL 5 All (4) Fujisawa et al. (2008)  

BL-BL  All (4) Tunnanen and Pitkanen (2000)  

BL-PL 5 32% (5) Likhtik et al. (2005)  

BL-PL 2 32% (2) Likhtik et al. (2005)  

PL 2-BL  7-14% (2) Likhtik et al. (2005)  

LA-BL  All (20) Tunnanen and Pitkanen (2000) 
 978 

Table 3. Distribution of neuromodulator receptors in PL layers 2, 5 and BL. 979 

PL 
Principal 

cells/Interneurons 
layer 2 layer 5 

Dopamine 
D1 19%/28% 21%/30% 

D2 4%/5% 19%/8% 

Norepinephrine 
α 48%/31% 47%/31% 

β 50%/31% 49%/33% 

BL Principal cells 

Dopamine D1 30% 

 D2 30% 

Norepinephrine 
α 45% 

β 45% 
 980 
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Table 4. Parametric studies related to the PL-BL connections. 981 

4a. Varying number of presynaptic cells (with constant fan-out) in the two connections affected 982 
tone responses differentially. 983 

Connectivity 

BL→PL 
z-scores and #s: BL cells z-scores and #s: PL cells 

mean s.e.m. cells mean s.e.m. cells 

-10% 3.6 0.13 73 4.11 0.12 121 

control 3.62 0.14 75 4.13 0.13 127 

+10% 3.61 0.16 76 4.14 0.12 126 

PL→BL 
z-scores and #s: BL cells z-scores and #s: PL cells 

mean s.e.m. cells mean s.e.m. cells 

-10% 3.54 0.14 70 4.04 0.16 120 

control 3.62 0.16 75 4.13 0.17 127 

+10% 3.69 0.14 79 4.23 0.15 132 

 984 

4b. Varying specific pre-synaptic cell types in each connection (keeping connectivity constant) 985 
also affected tone responses differentially. 986 

 987 

 988 

  989 

Selective connectivity between BL (cells with NM-
receptors and LA inputs) to PL (random cells) 

BL→PL 
z-scores and #s: BL cells z-scores and #s: PL cells 

mean s.e.m. cells mean s.e.m. cells 

25% 3.8 0.13 72 4.17 0.14 125 

50% 3.83 0.14 73 4.17 0.13 124 

75% 3.86 0.15 75 4.19 0.15      126 

100% 3.9 0.12 79 4.2 0.16 129 

Selective connectivity between PL (cells with NM-
receptors) to BL (random cells) 

PL→BL 
z-scores and #s: BL cells z-scores and #s: PL cells 

mean s.e.m. cells mean s.e.m. cells 

25% 2.9 0.13 34 3.3 0.13 63 

50% 3.3 0.12 52 3.6 0.17 89 

75% 3.7 0.15 79 4.2 0.16 128 

100% 3.9 0.15 83 4.4 0.13 136 
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Figure Titles 990 

Figure 1. Structure of the LA-BL-PL network model with principal cells and local interneurons in 991 
PL, BL and LA regions. The PL network has two layers, 2 and 5. Layer 5 receives input from BL 992 
cells. PL cells in layer 2 project to BL. BL receives input from LA. The LA network receives tone 993 
and shock as the primary inputs. 994 

Figure 2. Membrane potential responses of PL and BL model cells to intracellular current 995 
pulses. A: responses of intrinsic bursting PL cell to different current injections (60 pA, 100 pA 996 
and 120 pA; duration-1600 ms) were similar to those observed in vitro (Durstewitz et al. 2000). 997 
B: responses of BL type A cell to current injections (left: 300 pA; middle: 400 pA; right: -100 pA; 998 
duration 600 ms) were similar to those reported in Faber et al. (2001). 999 

Figure 3. PL and BL cells exhibit sustained tone responses during conditioning. Panel (1) shows 1000 
the spike train of a representative cell showing sustained responses during early extinction. 1001 
Panel (2) is the peri-event time histogram (PETHs) showing the average z-scores (bin width, 3 1002 
s; tone duration 30 sec; z> 2.58 for > 3 bins) of LA, BL, and PL cells (LA: n=24; BL: n=75; PL : 1003 
n=127) during different phases of fear training. Averages were taken over 2 trials for habituation 1004 
(trials 4-5), conditioning (trials 4-5), early extinction (1-2) and late extinction (19-20). The triangle 1005 
represents shock input during conditioning.  1006 

Figure 4. Effect of connectivity and neuromodulator manipulations on sustained tone responses 1007 
in PL and BL. Average z-scores and spontaneous firing rates of PL (panel A; ANOVA with 1008 
repeated measures: F(4, 126)=17.07, p< 0.001 ) and BL (panel B ; ANOVA with repeated 1009 
measures: F(4, 74)=13.45, p< 0.001) during early extinction (trials 1-2) phase of fear training with 1010 
different inactivation experiments . All tone responsive cells were included in the average (bin 1011 
width 3 s; tone duration 30 sec; z> 2.58 for > 3 bins), and all bins except the first were used to 1012 
discard transient LA activity. Ten bins prior to tone-onset were used to calculate z-scores. Grey 1013 
line indicates the number of cells that satisfy z > 2.58 for three or more bins (axis on right side of 1014 
figure). Spontaneous activity was calculated for all cells after conditioning during the 30 sec 1015 
interval between conditioning and extinction phases. The following inactivation cases were 1016 
considered: 1) LA inactivation; 2) BL inactivation; 3) PL inactivation; 4) with no neuromodulator 1017 
release; and 5) selective inactivation of BL to PL connections with intact PL to BL connectivity.  1018 

Figure 5. Validation of model predictions by experiments. (A) Tone responses of PL cells with β- 1019 
NE antagonist propranolol; (B) Tone responses of PL with BL inactivation. Average PETHs 1020 
show the z-scores of tone responses (bin width- 3 s; tone duration-30 sec; control and NM 1021 
antagonist; we picked 20 random PL cells from the ones that exhibited sustained tone 1022 
responses in the model (N=127); average was taken over 2 trials during early extinction (1-2). 1023 
Z-scores for each bin was calculated relative to pre-tone bins. 1024 

Figure 6. The model suggests that PL integrates convergent inputs from several sources such 1025 
as LA, BL and VTA/LC to convert transient tone inputs from LA into sustained tone responses in 1026 
PL. The two panels show the activity in the BL-PL network during (A) habituation, and (B) late 1027 
conditioning and early extinction phases. Activity in Ce does not cross threshold during 1028 
habituation and late extinction. But, during late conditioning and early extinction, Ce activity 1029 
crosses threshold causing neuromodulator release into PL and BL. This increases activity in PL 1030 
through the PL-BL-Ce circuit and causes further release of neuromodulators, thus sustaining PL 1031 
tone responses. With the tone off, Ce activity gradually drops below threshold and stops 1032 
neuromodulator release. LA activity is not potentiated during habituation and late extinction, and 1033 
so cannot trigger neuromodulator release to sustain activity during these phases. 1034 
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Figure A1. Neuromodulator release dynamics. We present a possible firing pattern of the cell 1035 
representing Ce output, to illustrate how NM(t) is calculated depending on the number of spikes 1036 
per 200 ms interval. Neuromodulator concentration decays with time, and we used the function 1037 ( ) = ( )   ( )  with NM(t0) incremented every 200 ms by the number of spikes 1038 
exceeding the threshold of 2 spikes/ 200 ms, β = 10 ms-1, with t0  being the time when NM(t0) 1039 
was last incremented. So, every 200 ms, NM(t) is updated by adding the number of Ce spikes 1040 
exceeding threshold, and this value is used as NM(t0) for the next 200 ms. If NM(t) did not 1041 
exceed the threshold, it continued to decay through the next time interval. NM(t) was then 1042 
normalized into the range 0-1 by dividing it by 5 which is the maximum value allowed for the 1043 
variable NM(t), and this normalized value was used to model neuromodulator release.   1044 

Figure A2. Model tone response of CeM output cell and associated concentration of 1045 
neuromodulators. (Top) Peri-event time histogram (PETHs; bin-width 1 sec) showing the activity 1046 
of CeM cell during late habituation (trials 4-5), conditioning, early extinction (extinction trials 1 1047 
and 2), and late extinction (trials 19 and 20). (Bottom) Normalized neuromodulator 1048 
concentration, NM, during the different stages of the model protocol.  1049 

Figure A3. Comparison of the relative importance of the recurrent connections in the BL-PL 1050 
network on the generation of sustained tone activity in the BL-PL network. Comparison of tone 1051 
responses(bin width- 3 s; tone duration-30 sec) for three scenarios, a) Disabling all connectivity 1052 
between BL and PL, b) Disabling connectivity from BL to PL only, and c) Disabling connectivity 1053 
from PL to BL only.  1054 
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APPENDIX 1055 
 1056 
Mathematical Details. 1057 
 The equation for each compartment (soma or dendrite) followed the Hodgkin-Huxley 1058 
formulations (Byrne and Roberts 2004) in eqn. 1, 1059 
          / = ( ) ( ) ∑ , ∑ , +       (1) 1060 

where /  are the somatic/dendritic membrane potential (mV), ,  and ,  are the intrinsic 1061 
and synaptic currents in the soma,  is the electrode current applied to the soma,  is the 1062 
membrane capacitance,  is the is the conductance of leak channel, and  is the coupling 1063 
conductance between the soma and the dendrite (similar term added for other dendrites 1064 
connected to the soma). The intrinsic current , , was modeled as , = (1065 ), where  is its maximal conductance, m its activation variable (with exponent p), h its 1066 
inactivation variable (with exponent q), and  its reversal potential (a similar equation is used 1067 
for the synaptic current ,  but without m and h). The kinetic equation for each of the gating 1068 
variables  (m or h) takes the form 1069 

                                        = ,( ,[ ] )                                                   (2) 1070 

where  is the steady state gating voltage- and/or Ca2+- dependent gating variable and  is 1071 
the voltage- and/or Ca2+- dependent time constant. The equation for the dendrite follows the 1072 
same format with ‘s’ and ‘d’ switching positions in eqn. 1. Details related to the model, including 1073 
types of channels and parameter values are provided in table A1 for PL cells. Similar details for 1074 
BL cells were from Li et al. (2009) and for Ce cells from Li et al. (2011), and so not repeated 1075 
here.  1076 
 1077 
Synaptic Currents  1078 
 Excitatory transmission was mediated by AMPA/NMDA receptors, and inhibitory transmission 1079 
by GABAA receptors. The corresponding synaptic currents (shown in dendrites below) were 1080 
modeled by dual exponential functions (Durstewitz et al. 2000), as shown in eqns. 3-5, 1081 
 1082 = ( ) , [exp ( / ) exp ( / )]( ) (3) 1083 = , ( ) [exp ( / ) exp ( / )]( ) (4) 1084 = ( ) , [exp( / ) exp( / )]( ) (5) 1085 
 1086 
where V is the membrane potential of the compartment (dendrite or soma) where the synapse is 1087 
located, ( )is the adjustable synaptic weight for AMPA synapses (see below; w was held fixed 1088 
for all NMDA synapses);  is a normalization constant chosen so ,  , ,  and 1089 ,  assume maximum values of the conductances; τ1 and τ2 are the rise and decay time 1090 
constants respectively. For AMPA receptor channels, τ1 = 0.55 ms and τ2 = 2.2 ms; for NMDA 1091 
receptor channels, τ 1 = 10.7 ms and τ 2 = 125.0 ms, and for GABAA receptors, τ1 = 0.25ms and 1092 τ2 = 3.75 ms. The voltage-dependent variable s(V) which implements the Mg2+ block was 1093 
defined as: s(V) = [1 + 0.33 exp(-0.06 V)]-1 (Zador et al., 1990). The maximal conductances 1094 
were chosen as: , = 1 nS, ,  = 0.5 nS and , = 0.6 nS. Synaptic reversal 1095 
potentials were as follows: EAMPA = ENMDA = 0 mV and EGABAA = -75 mV (Durstewitz et al., 2000).  1096 
 1097 
Calcium dynamics and Hebbian learning  1098 
Intracellular calcium was regulated by a simple first-order differential equation shown in Eqn. 6 1099 
(Warman et al. 1994; Li et al. 2009), 1100 
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                                    1101 

                          = +        (6)                                          1102 

where f is the fraction of the Ca2+ influx (f  =0.024), V = wA with w being the shell thickness 1103 
(1µm) and A the dendritic/soma surface area, z=2 is the valance of the Ca2+ ion, F is the 1104 
Faraday constant, and is the time constant associated with Ca2+ removal. The resting Ca2+ 1105 

concentration was [ ]  =50 nmol/l (Durstewitz et al. 2000).  1106 
 A biophysical Hebbian rule (Gerstner and Kistler 2002; Shouval et al. 2002a,b; Li et al. 2009) 1107 
was implemented by adjusting the synaptic weight w (t) in synaptic conductances (Eqns. 3 and 1108 
5) using equation 7,  1109 
                     ∆ = [ ] ∆ Ω [ ]       (7) 1110 
 1111 
where η is the Ca2+-dependent learning rate and Ω is a Ca2+-dependent function with two 1112 
thresholds (θd and θp; θd ≤ θp) (for details see Li et al. 2009); λ1 and λ2 represent scaling and 1113 
decay factors respectively; the local calcium level at synapse j is denoted by [ ]  and Δt is 1114 
the simulation time step. With this learning rule, the synaptic weight decreases when θd < 1115 [ ] < θp, and increases when [ ] > θp, with modulation by the decay term λ2wj. 1116 
 1117 
Concentration of calcium pools: The concentration of the calcium pool at synapse j followed the 1118 
dynamics in eqn. 6, with fj =0.024 (Warman et al. 1994), τj = 50 ms (Shouval et al. 2002b), V is 1119 
the volume of a spine head with a diameter of 2 μm (Kitajima and Hara 1997). All the synaptic 1120 
weights were constrained by upper (Wmax) and lower (Wmin) limits (Li et al. 2009). Maximum (fmax) 1121 
and minimum (fmin) folds were specified for each modifiable synapse so that Wmax= fmax*w(0) 1122 
and Wmin = fmin*w(0).  1123 
 1124 
Excitatory synapses onto principal cells. For tone-principal cell, and principal cell-principal cell 1125 
connections, the calcium influx which determines learning was calculated by using the NMDA 1126 
current, = ( ) (Shouval et al. 2002b), where  = 1127 , ( ) [exp( / ) exp( / )] from eqn. 4, the term w-1 ensures that it is 1128 

calculated per synapse, and P0 = 0.015.  1129 
 1130 
Excitatory synapses onto interneurons. For tone-interneuron, and principal cell-interneuron 1131 
connections, the calcium influx (used for learning) at the excitatory synapses on interneurons 1132 
occurs through both NMDA and AMPA receptors (details in Li et al. 2009). In addition to calcium 1133 

influx through NMDA current , the calcium influx through AMPA receptors was calculated as 1134 = (0) ( ) where  is the AMPA conductance in eqn. 4 (as described 1135 
in the earlier para for GNMDA), and w(0) is the initial AMPA synaptic weight, P0 = 0.001. The Ca2+ 1136 
current through the AMPA/NMDA receptors was separated from the total AMPA/NMDA current 1137 
in this manner and used for implementation of the learning rule (Kitajima and Hara 1997; Li et 1138 
al. 2009; Shouval et al. 2002a). 1139 
 1140 
Inhibitory synapses onto principal cells. Several different mechanisms have been reported for 1141 
potentiation at GABAergic synapses in other brain regions (e.g., Gaiarsa et al. 2002). A rise in 1142 
postsynaptic intracellular Ca2+ concentration seems to be required in most mechanisms to 1143 
trigger long-term plasticity. In the neonatal rat hippocampus, potentiation could be induced by 1144 
Ca2+ influx through the voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels (VDCCs), whereas in the cortex and 1145 
cerebellum, this process requires Ca2+ release from postsynaptic internal stores that is 1146 
dependent on stimulation of GABA receptors (Gaiarsa et al. 2002). Thus, both presynaptic 1147 

Caτ

N
CaI
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activity (GABA receptor stimulation or interneuron firing) and postsynaptic activity (activation of 1148 
VDCCs by membrane depolarization) contribute to the potentiation of GABA synapses. The 1149 
process from GABA receptor stimulation to internal Ca2+ release involves activating a cascade 1150 
of complex intracellular reactions (Komatsu 1996). Such a complex process can be simplified by 1151 
assuming that the Ca2+ release is proportional to the stimulation frequency or GABAA 1152 
conductance (Li et al. 2009). Hence we modeled this simplified process by considering Ca2+ 1153 
release from the internal stores into a separate Ca2+ pool, using an equation similar to that for 1154 
the AMPA/NMDA case cited above: = ( ) ( ) with P0 = 0.01, and  as 1155 

the GABAA conductance in eqn. 5 (as described earlier for GNMDA). Note that the current  , 1156 

models the dependence of Ca2+ release on GABAA stimulation frequency but not Ca2+ influx 1157 

through the GABAA channel. The current  , together with post-synaptic voltage dependent 1158 

calcium current (ICa), contributed towards plasticity. Hence, = + 0.01  was used to 1159 
calculate calcium influx for learning at such synapses (Li et al. 2009). 1160 
 The initial weights and other learning parameters for the synapses are listed in table A2. 1161 
Neuromodulator release. Neuromodulator concentration decays with time, and we used the 1162 
function ( ) = ( )   ( )  with NM(t0) incremented every 200 ms by the number of 1163 
Ce spikes exceeding the threshold of 2 spikes/ 200 ms, β =10 ms-1, and t0 the time when NM(t0) 1164 
was last incremented (see Fig. A1). So, every 200 ms, NM(t) is updated by adding the number 1165 
of Ce spikes exceeding threshold (Fig. A2), and this value is used as NM(t0) for the following 1166 
200 ms period. If Ce output cell spikes did not exceed the threshold, NM(t)  continued to decay 1167 
through the next time interval. Neuromodulator concentration decay was thus modeled similar to 1168 
the decay of post-synaptic potentials, with Ce spikes mimicking synaptic input spikes. That is, 1169 
Ce spikes above threshold ‘summed’ to increase concentration, much as synaptic spikes cause 1170 
summation of post-synaptic potentials. NM(t) was then normalized into the range 0 to 1using 1171 
the maximum value (of 5) allowed for the variable NM(t) in the model, and this normalized value 1172 
was used to model neuromodulator effects in PL and BL. The NMH and NML factors were 1173 
determined as follows. NML= NM(t), if 0<NM(t)<NM_bias (=0.2 in the model) for each 200 ms 1174 
bin, else NML = NM_bias. For high concentrations, NMH = NM(t) – NM_bias, if NM(t) > NM_bias, 1175 
for each 200 ms bin, else NMH =0. Existence of  such a threshold in Ce was also hinted in a 1176 
recent study (Amano et al. 2011) where inactivation of either the lateral (BL) or medial regions 1177 
(BM) independently with muscimol did not cause a reduction of conditioned freezing, but 1178 
inactivation of the entire basal amygdala (BL+BM) reduced conditioned freezing. 1179 
 1180 
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Table A1. Parameter values for PL single cell model. 1182 
 1183 
A1a. Gating variables for ion channels 1184 
 1185 
Current 

Type 
Gating 

Variable 
 

 

  (ms) 

 = 3 0.2816 ( + 28)exp( ( + 28)/9.3) 1 
0.2464 ( + 1)exp(( + 1)/6) 1 +  

1+  = 1 0.098 exp ( ( + 43.1)/20) 

1.4exp( ( + 13.1)/10) + 1 +  
1+  

 = 1 0.2816 ( + 12)exp( ( + 12)/9.3) 1 
0.2464 ( 15)exp(( 15)/6) 1 +  

1+  = 1 2.8 10 exp ( (+ 42.8477)/4.0248) 

0.02exp( ( + 413.93)/148.26) + 1 +  
1+  

 = 4 0.018( 13)exp( ( 13)/25) 1 
0.0054 ( 23)exp( ( 23)/12) 1 +  

1+  

 = 2 ― ― 1exp( ( + 24.6)/11.3) + 1 1.25 ( 0.031(+ 37.1)) 
= 1 ― ― 1exp(( + 12.6)/18.9) + 1 420.0 

 = 1 ― ― 1exp( ( + 34)/6.5) + 1 
6.0

= 1 ― ― 1exp(( + 65)/6.6) + 1
 

200
+ 1exp( ( + 63.6)/4) +

 

 

 

= 2 0.00642 0.1152exp( ( + 18)/12) 1 

With  = +40 ([ ] ) 

1.7 exp ( ( + 152)/30) +   

max 1+ , 1.1  

 

 

= 1 ― ― 1exp( ( + 111)/11) + 1 
1 

 

 

 

 0.0015 exp(( + 135.7)/6.45) 1 
0.02exp( ( + 99.7)/6.94) 1 

  

 0.0067 exp(( + 142.28)/13.3) 1 
0.014exp( ( + 83.5)/6.94) 1 

  

 1186 

α β ∞x xτ
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A1b. Maximal conductance densities (in ms/cm2) of ion channels. 1187 
 1188 

Conductance INa IDR INaP IHVA IKS ICa 

PL 
Soma 120 50 2 0.4 .08 2.1 

Dend 20 14 0.8 0.8 .08 2.1 

 1189 

Modeling HCN channels based on Wang et al., (2002) 1190 

The cyclic allosteric model for cAMP modulation of HCN gating. α0 and β0 are the first-order, 1191 
voltage-dependent rate constants for activation and deactivation, respecetively of unliganded 1192 
channels; αA and  βA are the voltage-dependent rate constants for the liganded channels. Kc 1193 
=(kbc/kfc) , kbc and kfc rates of cAMP unbinding and binding, respectively, to the closed channel. 1194 
Ko =(kbo/kfo), kbo and kfo are respective rates for closed channel. Kc and Ko depend on cAMP, 1195 
varying cAMP conectration changes AO which determines the conductance of HCn channels. 1196 

ghcn = ghcn,max*(0 + AO*gca) 1197 

gca= relative conductance of the bound state 1198 

C + AC + AO + O = 1  1199 

 1200 α0= 0.0015 exp(( +135.7)/6.45) 1 β0= 0.02exp( ( +99.7)/6.94) 1 

αA =  0.0067 exp(( +142.28)/13.3) 1 βA= 0.014 exp( ( +83.5)/6.94) 1 

 1201 

 1202 

 1203 

 1204 

 1205 

 1206 

 1207 

 1208 

 1209 

 1210 

 1211 

 1212 
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Table A2. Model parameters for network connections and inputs. 1213 

 1214 

 Note: The non-plastic weight of shock inputs to LA cells was 40 (Li et al. 2009). 1215 
 1216 

 1217 

  
Connection 

  
  

  
  

Initial 
Weight 

  

   
f_max 

(f_min=0.8 
for all) 

  
 Delay 

(Poisson 
distributed 

mean) 

Learning 
factor 

Ca2+ 
Threshold 

scaling Decay Low High 

Tone to LA 5 3 30 15 0.001 0.50 0.65

Tone to Interneuron (LA) 4 3 30 1.5 0.002 0.40 0.5 

Interneuron(LA) to LA 5 4 4 2 0.002 0.55 0.7 

LA to Interneuron (LA) 1 3 4 2 0.001 0.50 0.6 

LA to LA 1.5 3 6 2.5 0.001 0.50 0.6 

                 

LA to BL 9 3 20 10 0.001 0.35 0.45

BL to BL 2 3 6 2 0.001 0.35 0.40

PL layer 2 to BL 12 3 30 10 0.001 0.30 0.40

Interneuron (BL) to BL 4 3 4 2 0.001 0.55 0.70

 BL to Interneuron (BL)  4 3 4 1 0.001 0.50 0.60

                 

BL to PL layer 5 5 3 20 15 0.001 0.35 0.45

PL5 to PL5 2 3 4 2 0.001 0.50 0.60
PL5 to Interneuron(PL5) 5 3 3 1 0.001 0.50 0.60

Interneuron(PL5) to PL5 5 3 3 2 0.001 0.55 0.70

                

BL to PL layer 2 4 3 20 15 0.001 0.35 0.45

PL2 to PL2 2 3 4 2 0.001 0.50 0.60
PL2 Interneuron(PL2) 5 3 3 1 0.001 0.50 0.60

  Interneuron(PL2) to PL2 5 3 3 2 0.001 0.55 0.70

PL5 to PL2 3 3 8 2 0.001 0.50 0.60

        

Tone to CeM 12 3 8 2 0.001 0.50 0.60

BL to CeM 7 3 3 2 0.001 0.50 0.60

CeM  to (output) CeM  10 3 3 2 0.001 0.50 0.60

LA to CeL 7 3 4 2 0.001 0.50 0.60

CeL to CeL 5 3 4 2 0.001 0.50 0.60

CeL to CeM 10 3 4 2 0.001 0.50 0.60
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